Abstract-In radiotherapy for head and neck cancer, the radiation dose delivered to the pharyngeal mucosa (mucosal lining of the throat) is thought to be a major contributing factor to dysphagia (swallowing dysfunction), the most commonly reported severe toxicity. There is a variation in the severity of dysphagia experienced by patients. Understanding the role of the dose distribution in dysphagia would allow improvements in the radiotherapy technique to be explored. The 3D dose distributions delivered to the pharyngeal mucosa of 249 patients treated as part of clinical trials were reconstructed. Pydicom was used to extract DICOM (digital imaging and communications in medicine) data (the standard file formats for medical imaging and radiotherapy data). NumPy and SciPy were used to manipulate the data to generate 3D maps of the dose distribution delivered to the pharyngeal mucosa and calculate metrics describing the dose distribution. Multivariate predictive modelling of severe dysphagia, including descriptions of the dose distribution and relevant clinical factors, was performed using Pandas and SciKit-Learn. Matplotlib and Mayavi were used for 2D and 3D data visualisation. A support vector classification model, with feature selection using randomised logistic regression, to predict radiationinduced severe dysphagia, was trained. When this model was independently validated, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was 0.54. The model has poor predictive power and work is ongoing to improve the model through alternative feature engineering and statistical modelling approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Head and neck cancer is the fifth most common cancer worldwide, with an annual incidence of approximately 500,000 cases globally [Jemal] . Radiotherapy is the primary nonsurgical treatment of head and neck cancer and is commonly given in combination with chemotherapy and/or surgery. The aims of the treatment are to achieve loco-regional disease control whilst preserving organ function. Modern radiotherapy techniques allow the radiation dose delivered to the patient to be modulated in order to create highly conformal dose distributions, which minimise the doses delivered to normal tissues in close proximity to the tumour. A typical example of a head and neck radiotherapy treatment plan dose distribution is shown in Figure 1 . However, there are still high rates of toxicity, which reduce patients' quality of life and limit the amount of dose that can be delivered to the tumour and hence the probability of controlling the disease. The most commonly reported severe radiation-induced toxicity, during and following treatment, is dysphagia (swallowing dysfunction). A variation in the severity of radiation-induced dysphagia between patients is observed. The radiation dose delivered to the pharyngeal mucosa (mucosal lining of the throat) is thought to be a major contributing factor to this side effect [Eisbruch] . Understanding the role of the radiotherapy dose distribution in the onset of dysphagia would allow further improvements to the radiotherapy technique, aiming to reduce the number of patients who experience severe dysphagia.
Python allows seamless integration of radiotherapy data handling, manipulation, processing and statistical modelling using machine learning through the Pydicom, NumPy, SciPy, Pandas and SciKit-Learn modules. In this manuscript we outline our application of Python to manipulate radiotherapy arXiv:1412.6399v1 [physics.med-ph] 19 Dec 2014 treatment plan data to map the planned dose distribution onto the pharyngeal mucosa, compute metrics describing the dose distributions delivered to the mucosa, and train and assess multivariate predictive models of radiation-induced severe dysphagia.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Data
Data were available for 249 head and neck cancer patients treated in clinical trials at The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust [Nutting] , [Guerrero-Urbano] , [Powell] . All data were anonymised. Toxicity outcome data were collected for patients as part of the trial protocols. The severity of dysphagia was graded, according to the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events [CTCAE] , on a scale from 0 to 5, with higher grades representing higher severity. These toxicity grades were dichotomised into 'mild' and 'severe' dysphagia, with severe defined as grade 3 or higher. Grade 3 dysphagia corresponds to the patient requiring the insertion of a percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (feeding) tube. It requires a surgical procedure and represents a pronounced detriment to a patient's quality of life and is thus of high clinical importance. This reasoning warranted the decision to dichotomise the outcomes, as well as the choice of threshold. In addition to its clinical importance, the cut point of grade 3 dysphagia is relatively objective compared with other toxicity outcome measures and so minimises noise in the outcome data. Clinical factors that are potentially relevant to dysphagia were also collected as part of the trial protocols. These included patient age, gender, comorbidities and concomitant treatments.
Preparation of Radiotherapy Treatment Plan Data
The pharyngeal mucosa was defined by head and neck radiation oncologists, who contoured the structure on axial slices of computed tomography (CT) scans using either the Pinnacle (Philips Radiation Oncology Systems, Fitchburg, WI), CadPlan (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) or Eclipse (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) proprietary radiotherapy treatment planning software and the structure definition described in [Bhide] . The treatments were planned and the doses calculated by physicists and dosimetrists, following the trial protocols, using the same software.
All scientific computing tasks were performed using Python v.2.7.6 [Python] . A script was used to anonymise the identifying data in the radiotherapy treatment plan files. When treatment planning is performed, the radiation oncologist names the organs that they delineate. This commonly leads to inconsistencies in the names given to the same organ between patients. A script was written to change the name of the pharyngeal mucosa structure from the one assigned by the radiation oncologist (the user selects the name to change, e.g. 'Pharyngeal Mucosa', 'Pharynx' or 'pharyngeal mucosa', from a list of all of the structures) to 'PM'. This allowed for batch processing of the tasks relating to the radiotherapy treatment plans. The user can pass a list of the patient identification numbers and the name of the organ of interest, in this case 'PM', and the dose maps and metrics outlined below are calculated for all patients, without the need for interventions from the user.
Generating 3D Dose Maps
Radiotherapy treatment plans are produced using proprietary software. There is a standardised format for radiotherapy treatment plan data, DICOM RT, in which the treatment plan data is exported from the planning software. The information in a treatment plan is saved in four different types of file:
• CT -These files contain the computed tomography images used to model the patient and calculate the dose distribution in the treatment planning software. There is one file per 2D slice of the 3D image volume acquired.
• RTDOSE -This file contains the calculated dose distribution, described by points on a 3D grid.
• RTSTRUCT -This file contains the coordinates of the contours of the structures delineated by the radiation oncologist.
• RTPLAN -This file contains the parameters of the radiation beams. To study the dose-toxicity response relationship for the pharyngeal mucosa, it was necessary to reconstruct the planned dose to this structure from the DICOM RT files. This was achieved using Pydicom v.0.9.3-1 [Pydicom] , NumPy v.1.8.1-1 [NumPy] , SciPy v.0.14.0-3 [SciPy] and Matplotlib v.1.3.1-9 [Matplotlib] . The resolutions of the dose grids are courser than the image grid upon which the structure contour points are defined. Moreover, the dose grid does not cover the entire image grid, only the volume that is irradiated. Therefore, the dose grid was tri-linearly interpolated to match the resolution of the image grid (tri-linear interpolation does not lead to noticeable distortions of the dose distributions with the acquired dose grid resolution of 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm x 2.5 mm) and the translational offset between the dose grid and image grid calculated using the image coordinates located in the metadata of the RTSTRUCT files. The matplotlib.path.Path.contains_points() function and the coordinates of the pharyngeal mucosa structure contours were used to determine which voxels were included in the structure. Since the pharyngeal mucosa is a 'wall'-type structure as opposed to a 'solid' volume the numpy.logical_xor() function was used to exclude those voxels located within one of the contours, but not part of the mucosa structure. This informed a binary mask consisting of '1's for the voxels in the structure and '0's for the voxels not included in the structure. Multiplying the 3D dose grid with this binary mask produced a 3D map of just the dose delivered to the pharyngeal mucosa.
Extracting Dose Metrics
In most radiotherapy dose-outcome studies, the 3D dose distribution is reduced to a cumulative dose-volume histogram (DVH), describing the volume of an organ that receives each dose level. DVHs were extracted from the 3D dose maps using the NumPy histogram function: The mean and maximum doses were also calculated using NumPy.
Statistical Modelling
The volumes of pharyngeal mucosa receiving cumulative doses in the range 10 Gy (V10) to 80 Gy (V80) in 5 Gy intervals were extracted from the DVHs for inclusion as model covariates. The mean and maximum doses were also used as model inputs. The clinical factors included as covariates were: age, gender, smoking status (smoker at the time of treatment vs. non-smoker at the time of treatment), alcohol status, induction chemotherapy (binary) and concurrent chemotherapy (binary). Data preparation for statistical modelling was carried out using Pandas v.0.14.1-2 [Pandas] .
In order for the model to be able to inform clinical practice it must have high interpretability and low dimensionality. These requirements informed the choice of modelling strategies employed. Feature selection is often challenging when working with high-dimensionality data. An additional complication to the feature selection problem associated with radiotherapy dose-outcome studies is high collinearity between covariates. This is due to the nature of the physical processes that govern how the radiation dose is deposited in the patient. Adjacent dose levels in the DVH are highly correlated making it challenging to distinguish the dose levels that are important for predicting toxicity outcomes from those that merely correlate with the dose levels that cause toxicity. To have the best chance of overcoming this problem a combination of large variation in the DVHs between patients and a suitable feature selection strategy must be employed.
Statistical modelling was performed using SciKit-Learn v.0.15.1-1 [SciKit-Learn]. A subset of 25 patients (10 % of the entire cohort) were separated out for use as an independent test set of model performance: import sklearn from sklearn import cross_validation # Split data into training set and independent test # set xTrain, xTest, yTrain, yTest = cross_validation.train_test_split(xData, yData, test_size = 0.1, random_state = 42)
The model training pipeline consisted of data centring about 0 and scaling to unit variance followed by a feature selection step and, finally, a model fitting step: Since the toxicity outcomes were known, supervised learning techniques could be utilised. There is no obvious solution to the problem of collinearity between the variables. Discriminant analysis techniques, such as linear discriminant analysis and quadratic discriminant analysis, cannot robustly handle correlated variables, making them inappropriate. One potential strategy is to remove the collinearity by performing PCA. However, this results in a model with low interpretability and so would not allow the causal features to be determined. An alternative approach is to initially remove features using interpretable dimensionality reduction techniques, for example, univariate feature selection and recursive feature elimination and then remove remaining correlated variables. These approaches, however, may be unstable and suffer from reduced generalisability as different features may be selected with different datasets. Randomised logistic regression (RLR) [Meinshausen] was chosen for feature selection in order to maximise the stability of the selected features. Support vector classification (SVC) with linear and radial basis function kernels [Cortes] was employed for model fitting as this technique is capable of producing high performance, complex (incorporating nonlinearity and interactions), yet interpretable, models. A crossvalidated grid search, with stratified 5-fold cross-validation, was used over the whole pipeline to tune the hyper-parameters of the models used for feature selection and model fitting on the reduced set of features: To obtain an unbiased estimate of the model prediction score on new data a nested 5-fold cross-validation was carried out, with area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve used as the scoring function:
# Nested 5-fold stratified cross-validation for model # evaluation scores = cross_validation.cross_val_score(gridSearch, xTrain, yTrain, cv = skf, scoring = 'roc_auc') print 'Cross-validation: ROC AUC = %0.2f (+/-%0.2f)' % (scores.mean(), scores.std() * 2)
All cross-validations were stratified to reduce variance in the estimate of model performance. Data from the 25 patients in the independent test dataset, not used in any part of the model training process, were used to perform an independent test of model performance:
# Test classifier on independent test data yPred = gridSearch.predict(xTest) print classification_report(yTest, yPred) print 'ROC AUC: ', roc_auc_score(yTest, yPred) Figure 2 shows an example of a 3D map of the dose delivered to the pharyngeal mucosa. Mayavi v.4.3.1-2 [Mayavi] was used for 3D data visualisation. This pharyngeal mucosa dose distribution is typical of head and neck radiotherapy treatments. The region receiving the highest doses is included in the treatment target volume and there is a dose fall-off superiorly and inferiorly of this region. Figure 3 shows the dose-volume histograms of the 249 patients included in the analysis. Matplotlib was used for 2D data visualisation. It can be observed that there is variation in the pharyngeal mucosa DVHs across the cohort. This variation is largely due to the geometry of the treatment target volume: both its size and location within the pharynx (throat).
RESULTS
The correlation matrix for the input variables is shown in Figure 4 . The correlation matrix highlights the high correlation coefficients between adjacent dose levels in the DVH suggesting high collinearity.
Principal component analysis (PCA) was used for data visualisation. Figure 5 displays the variance explanation and Figure 6 shows the data projected into the first two principal components space. Visualising the data using PCA shows that the different outcomes are highly overlapping in the first two principal components space (the first two principal components explain a relatively large amount of the variance in the data).
The model hyper-parameters chosen are shown in Table 1 . During model training the area under the ROC curve was determined to be 0.54 +/-0.23 and when the model was validated on the independent dataset it was 0.54. Figure 7 shows the ROC curve for the independent validation.
DISCUSSION
Python was deemed to be a well-suited platform for achieving our aims of training predictive models of severe radiationinduced dysphagia. This is due to its strong functionality in handling DICOM data, manipulation, processing and visualisation of 3D data, and machine learning.
The overlap of the two outcome classes in the first two principal components space upon PCA suggests that generalised linear models, such as logistic regression, are unlikely to make good classifiers in this instance. Non-linear kernel modelling is likely to result in models with greater predictive power for this dataset. During model hyper-parameter tuning, the SVC kernel selected was the radial basis function, supporting this observation.
The area under the ROC curve is low for both the internal and external validation indicating that the model is unable to correctly classify patients better than chance. The uncertainty on the area under the ROC curve from the nested crossvalidation is large suggesting that the model is unstable. Our present model is thus unsuitable to support clinical decision making and inform on the causal features of radiation-induced severe dysphagia. However, we are currently exploring improvements to our methodology with promising preliminary results.
There are many potential reasons why our model suffers from low predictive power. These include insufficient characterisation of chemotherapy treatments, smoking status or alcohol status, the influence of other organs, not considered in our study, involved in the onset of severe dysphagia, and the impact of other factors not considered, such as surgery or genetic susceptibility to radiation-induced mucosal damage.
However, we suspect that the low predictive power may, at least in part, be due to limitations associated with the dosimetric input data. In reducing the 3D dose distribution to a DVH much of the information is discarded. We believe that some of this discarded information is likely to be important for predicting toxicity. We are developing several novel dose metrics that more fully characterise the dose distribution, which we aim to use as model inputs in the future. We anticipate that these may improve the predictive power of the models.
Furthermore, there are discrepancies between the planned doses calculated using the treatment planning software (and extracted for use in our study) and the doses that are actually delivered to the patients. These are due to movement of the patients' internal anatomy whilst the radiation is delivered and weight loss over the course of treatment. In the future we plan to explore the magnitude of these effects and attempt to develop strategies to minimise their impact.
The machine learning pipeline developed has been designed to enable simple addition of different feature selection and model fitting algorithms enabling alternative statistical techniques to be utilised in the future. It also transferable to other toxicities and organs at risk from radiotherapy treatments, for example, lung pneumonitis resulting from radiotherapy for the treatment of lung cancer, as well as studying tumour control.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have shown that Python can be successfully applied to studies of radiotherapy dose-toxicity relationships. The Pydicom, NumPy, SciPy, Pandas and SciKit-Learn modules allow for both manipulation and processing of the treatment planning data, and statistical modelling using machine learning, making Python well suited to this type of study. Whilst initial attempts to generate a predictive model of severe dysphagia were unsuccessful, preliminary investigation of using novel dose metrics to characterise the dose distribution appear promising. Ongoing work involves using NumPy and SciPy to calculate novel dose metrics expected to influence toxicity and the application of alternative statistical methods within the machine learning pipeline.
